LIBRARIAN™ is a next generation LMS designed for small to large libraries. LIBRARIAN™ uses established thoughtfully created design and development principles. It showcases library’s individual strengths, while freeing staff from routine functions. This .net - based solution uses Web and MS-Windows® client software to offer an array of services and features.

**Powerful Multilingual Support based on UNICODE:**

LIBRARIAN™ allows users to store and retrieve record in any language available globally using the advanced UNICODE technology. The support of phonetic keyboard enables users to input data in the local language using easy to use keyboard.

**Powerful Resource Management:**

Over & above managing library resources like Books, Journals, Articles, CDs, DVDs, Cassettes, Films etc., LIBRARIAN™ - an advance Library Automation & Management Software from CR®, can also manage resources like Documents, Technical Drawings, Maps, Annual Reports, Standards, Permits, Licenses, Agreements, Contracts, Tenders, Physical Assets etc. One can also create different list of resources by using Category Master. Creation of Digital Archive is a very powerful tool of LIBRARIAN™.

**Chosen by all sizes and types of libraries:**

Over 750+ Libraries, spreaded across various domains, have chosen LIBRARIAN™. Libraries choose LIBRARIAN™ because it features :-

- Simple and Elegant User Interface
- All International Standards Complied (MARC21, MARCXML, Z39.50, AACR2, FRBR, NCIP 2.0 for RFID)
- Minimal system administration
- Automatic Email Management
- Streamlined technical services
- Article Indexing
- In-built Barcode & Smart ID-Cards with Barcode and Photo for the Patrons
- RFID Ready
- 150+ Reports
- Real Time Inventory

**And why do libraries choose CR®? Because we:**

- understand what interfaces work for your users and your staff
- have over 100+ man years of library automation experience
- offer outstanding service & support
- serve a large & reputed clientele base across the country
webOPAC: User-friendly (based on Survey) Search Interface:

Take your system and your member services further by choosing webOPAC as your LIBRARIAN® search interface. webOPAC offers experiences similar to those found in the best Web 2.0 applications. Popular features include:

- Search-in-Search
- Filtered View
- Suggestions
- Reservations
- New Arrivals
- Wish List
- User Reviews
- Thumbnail of the resource – eye-catching representation of book jackets in the library collection
- User configurable Access and Field Display Control

RFID ready

LIBRARIAN® NCIP Server is NCIP 2.0 ready. This enables users to select any RFID vendor depending upon their choice to implement RFID system using LIBRARIAN® NCIP Server.

LIBRARIAN®: A complete Library Automation & Management Software for your library

LIBRARIAN® is EASY to use, RICH in features and SIMPLE to manage. The automation system is built for the staff and users of your library.

For more information and personal consultation, call CR2 at +91.79.40047423
The total working experience of the group is more than 100 man years. To synergize the domain knowledge of Education & Healthcare sector with IT technology, CR2 has developed many ready-to-use & off-the-shelf software products. These products have been very well accepted by Universities, Colleges, Schools, Industries, R & D Institutes, Corporate etc.

CR2 works closely with HP and Microsoft using their latest tools. Further to increase the easy penetration of the product and services, CR2 uses ‘UNICODE’ technology in content creation to make them available in vernacular languages for the general masses. The group expertise lies in creation of Resource Centre using eLearning technology where maximum learning resources are to be converted into e-form by way of digitization & data conversion.

CR2 is also in the field of creation of KNOWLEDGE PORTAL & ONE STOP EDUCATION PORTAL...
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Flavors of LIBRARIAN®
- School
- Nano
- Nano+
- Professional
- Enterprise
- Enterprise with Tape Library Module
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